
                                                       Next Meeting August 6, 2014                                                                                                                                   

Meetings will be held at the VFW in McHenry 3002 w    
IL Rt 120 the first Wednesday of “Every month”      

7:30pm-9:00pm April-December

Fishing report
Local lakes in Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin are doing 

good in spite of the many cold front conditions this year. The 
Northern Pike have been moving good on Southern Wisconsin Lakes. 
This fish is a Spoonpluggers gem so please be sure to practice catch 

and release. A 38” Pike is a mighty fine fish but he wont grow to be a 
48” wall mounter if we eat him! Please practice CPR.

Please send fish pictures and stories to william.spoonplugger.lorch@gmail.com 
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Spoonplugging Rig for Sale

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

             
             

This little Beauty is a 1978 14’ Sears Gamefisher with a 1976 Johnson 9.9 HP. Motor that runs like a Top. The trailer is a 1978 Sea 
King Pivoting roller trailer. This trailer will pivot on steep ramps for easy loading and off loading. A 40# thrust Motor Guide Bow 

Mount Trolling Motor. Two Hummingbird Depthfinders so both Spoonpluggers know what depth their running. A Bimini Top to 
keep you cool fishing on the hottest days of summer. Comes with a six gallon and a three gallon gas tank. A custom built live well  

and plenty off storage. Deep cycle Battery included.  Asking price is 2500.00. Call Bill at (815) 385-3462  This Rig is ready!

The Angsten brothers went to the Madison Chain in July and landed some chubby Northern Pike. Here’s Chris with a chubby 
40” Pike and his brother Keith with a healthy looking 38” Pike. The Madison Lakes support good numbers good size 

Northerns. So grab your brother and go. Nothing is better than Spoonplugging with your bro!
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Bill and Frank Lorch fished Lake Kinkaid for a couple of days on their 
way to Missouri and Lake Evergreen on the way home. The fishing was 

kinda tough but by checking and rechecking the best structures 
throughout the day the guys were able to make a catch. When working 
key structures multiple trolling passes were made to check the spots. 
Markers were used on key spots to make the precision trolling passes 

that were needed to check certain breaks and breaklines thoroughly. So 
when the fishing is tough like it usually is and you know the structures 
be accurate when checking them because if you only make a couple of 

half hearted trolling passes you will probably miss him.              
Buck Sez “A lure out of position catches no fish”
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